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ENGLISH I PAPER 

 

MARKS : 100                                                                          TIME : 2:1/2 hrs                                                                                      

                           SECTION –I ( VOCABULARY : 20 MARKS ) 

I. 1.    Choose the appropriate synonym of the underlined words.          5x1=5 

                         Vedanthangal is an exceptional (i)place for the students of    

anthropology. The Migration of birds was indeed a fascinating (ii)  study.They 

found that the variations in climate and dismissing  (iii) water supply definitely 

affected the Migration of birds there. The sudden rumour (iv) of poacher hunting 

the birds set the students ragging in anger on the  whole they had an 

overwhelming ( v)experience. 

   I)     A)Excellent       B) good                C)extraordinary           D)unusual 

   II)    A)Difficult         B)beautiful          C)interesting                D)awful 

   III)   A)Released       B)minimising       C)decreasing                D)caption 

   IV)   A)Story              B)news                 C)misinformation        D)statement 

   V)    A)Important     B)overflowing      C)great                         D)overpowering 

2..Choose the appropriate antonyms of the underlined word                5x1=5 

              Hormonious(i) co existance of humans,animals and plants is essential 

(ii)for the sustenance of human life on earth.The systematic (iii)falling of trees and 

hunting of endangered animals has led to the depletion(iv)of natural(v) resources 

to a great extant. 

I)       A)Unsystematic   B)constant      C)uniform                  D)constant  

II)     A)significent        B)important     C)inessential              D)vital  

III)    A)irregular           B)regular          C)punctual                D)irresistible  

IV)    A)exhaustion       B)crisis              C)replenishment     D)solution  

V)      A)real                   B)fake                C)insincere              D)artificial 

II.Answer any ten of the following                                                10×1=10 

     3.The common expansion of RDO is  

          A)Regional development Officer  B)Revenue developmental officer  

          C)Reformed deputy officer            D)Regional recreational officer 

   4. Choose the sentence that correct in meaning  

         A)Dravidian is a race                B)Dravidian us rays  
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   5. Replace the underline word with its equivalent american english word  

                        She is cute in flattering people 

   6. Which of the words given below can be placed before the word ‘drive’ to   

form a compound word  

           A)Rash      B)Learn       C)Slow         D)Free 

   7. What is the plural form of the word ‘atlas’ 

          A)Atlases     B)Atlasus         C)Atlaese 

      8. Attach prefix to the word ‘forced’form of the list given below to complete a 

sentence.  The army was  _______ forced to surrender 

                   A)en         B)dis        C)mis       D)ir 

     9. Replace the undreline word in the sentence with one of the phrasal verbs 

given below. The secretary recorded the discussed points in the mintues 

                  A)set up     B)set down    C)set off     D)set apart 

    10. Separate the syllabus of any one of the following words  

                  A)dancer         B)palatal       C)greatest 

    11. choose the appropriate word to make a meaningful sentence.  

            Renu _____her pen with royal blue ink 

                     A)filled              B)paired 

    12. Construct a sentence using one of the words given below 

                     A)very          B)pireous          C)pity 

    13. Reframe the sentence using the underline word as a verb. 

                         She accepted all my proposals. 

    14. Which of the two sentence conveys the same meaning.  

            Ragu sings and dances simultaneously   

              A) Ragu sings and dances separately B) Ragu sings and dances at the       

same time    

III. Answer all the following.                                                               10x1=10 

   15. which of the option will suit the following sentence? 

           If velu have sa piece of chalk______ 

              A)He could write on the black board B)He can write on the black board. 

              C)He could have written on the black board. 

   16. Identity the pattern of the following sentence 

          We selected avanthi our leader 

        A) SVOA   B) ASVA   C) SVOC 

   17. Choose the correct question tag 

          Forests are very important______? 

       A) Are it  B) Are they  C) Aren’t they  

   18. Complete the sentence. 

         The indus is_______rivers in the world  

A) One of the longest  B) The longest  C) Longer than anyother 
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   19. Choose the sentence which conveys the same meaning. 

   Not one bird escaped from the cage. 

       A)All the birds escaped from the cage. 

B) All the birds were caged.  

C) The cage was empty. 

 

    20. Complete the sentence 

          ______ my family members I ask your pardon  

           A)  For a while B) In case of C) On behalf 

    21. choose the correct verb form to complete a sentence. 

             Nothing will make me______my mind  

                 A) Change  B) Changing  C) To change 

    22. choose the correct phrase form to complete a sentence. 

             Banu apologizes_____late. 

A) On being  B) For being  C) To benig 

    23. choose the appropriate article 

             We burn______candle every day. 

           A)     The    B)   An      C)  A 

    24. choose the appropriate proposition to complete a sentence. 

             He aims______becoming a doctor. 

   A)     On     B)   At       C) For 

IV. Answer all question rewrite as directed.                              5×2=10 

     25. Combine into a single sentence. 

         She is big. She is like a little elephant 

     26. Rewrite the sentence using other voice. 

   The streets were swept away by the sweepers and the area was maintained by           

corporation. 

     27. Rewrite the sentence in other speech. 

     He complained to the postman that his letter had been delivered at the 

wrong address. 

      28. Rewirte the sentence using ‘IF’ clause 

         He worked overtime. He earned more money. 

      29. Read and write a sentence using any one of the degrees. 

 Venicle  Mileage 

   Bike  - 60 kms/lit  

   Auto  - 35 kms/lit 

   Jeep  - 25 kms/lit 

   Car  - 20 kms/lit 

30. Punctuate the following sentence:                                        1x5=5  

       Celine was amazed have i been down here for five hours 
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                      Section-C (prose)                                                            5x2=10 

V.Answer any five if the following 

   31.How had treated the model when posed for Trevor? 

   32.What are the things that reflect the generous attitude of the Chola king and his      

family? 

   33.Identify the reason why birds migrate? 

   34.What is Brahms reguiem? 

   35.What requires whole hearted devotion? 

   36.Which incident does show the cruelty show to the domestic workers? 

   37.What is the problem faced by Nehru Camp? 

Answer in any one of the paragraph questions                                   1x5=5 

38.a)Briefly describe the scene from the arrival of the water tanker till its departure 

     b) What are the various duties of a student? 

     c) What makes Brahadeesvarar Temple unique  and outstanding? 

 

                       Section D ( Poem : 20 Marks ) 

VI.Quote from memory any one of the extracts                                   1x5=5 

  39  a) Five lines of the poem “Migrant Bird" 

          From:No flags ----------- 

          To:--------------unknown lands.    (or) 

      b) From: Ready _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

          To:      _ _ _ _ _ _ to make                                                            1x5=5 

VII.Read the following sets of poetic lines and answer the questions given 

below. 

 40.”I won't look down.No I will not” 

     a) Explain the above line. 

 41.The knocking softensfades to a mild judicious tap 

     a) Why are they judicious tap? 

 42.All are turning all the day and we with all 

     a) What is meant by `we with all`? 

 43.Then, what gems would we see? Perhaps a beautiful heart 

     a) Wha does the poet mean by a`beautiful heart`? 

 44.”If you can meet with triumph and disaster” 

     a) Why you are they termed so? 

Read the poetic lines and answer he following questions                       1x5=5 

  45.The barren boughs without the leaves. 

          a) Identify the figure of speech. 

46  I spawn and splash in distant spills. 
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         a) Identify the figure of speech 

  47 ”Then what gems would we see”? 

         a) Pick out the alliteration words. 

  48 ”For oh”say the children.We are weary 

        And we can not run or leap. 

        If we cared for any meadows it were merely 

        To drop down in them and sleep 

         a)Bring out the rhyming scheme? 

  49  ”I won`t look down.No I will not 

         With speed of wings I hasten past 

         And close my eyes against the sun  

         To dream my dreams and make them last 

         a)Bring out the rhyming words 

 Answer in a paragraph any one of the following questions                 1x5=5 

50.a). How do the child labourers suffer physcially? 

     b)  Bring out the efforts of the shilipi in his attempt at shaping a raw stone on to 

a sculpture?                

    c)  Describe the various qualities of manliness? 

                      SECTION – V ( Language Functions : 20 Marks )         5x2=10 
51. Read the passage carefully and the answer the questions given below.  

                  Books are by far, the most lasting products of the human effort. 

Temples crumble into ruins pictures and statues decay, but books survive. Time 

does not destroy the great thoughts which are as fresh today as when they passed 

through their author's mind. These thoughts speak to us through the printed page. 

The only effect of time has been to throw out of currency and bad products. 

Nothing in Literature which is not true can live for long. Good books have always 

helped man in various spheres of life. No wonder that the world keeps its books 

with great care. 

QUESTIONS: 
   a) what is the use of books? 

   b) what are referred to us the most lasting product of the human effort? 

   c) Give two example for those which are destroyed in human history? 

   d) why do we call books as the most lasting product of the human effort? 

   e) Literature means _______ 

52. Identify aunty correct the  errors in the following sentence            5x1= 5 

   a) Lazy people have  least leisure. 

   b) The doctor took pain to save the patient. 

   c) They decided to rise funds for the project. 

   d) we won the match by an inning and five runs.  

   e) Are you a M.A in English? 
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53. Look at the picture and answer the following questions                       5x1= 5 

    
 

   a)  What do you see in the picture? 

   b)  Name the equipment used by the man to cut the tree ? 

   c)  Describe the tree he is cutting? 

   d)  why do they cut down trees?  

   e)  Suggest two way protect environment? 
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